Premium Intelligent Microprocessor Photocells
Oasis 1000, Oasis 2000, Monostar 1000, Monostar 2000 and Nightstar

Key features:
• Very low power consumption
• Filtered silicon photo-diode
• Microprocessor based photo-electronic control
• Accurate switching
• Zero crossover voltage' switching
• Highly durable polycarbonate sealed casing
• UV stabilised acrylic paste cone
• NEMA base connection
• Suitable for use with LED, halogen and discharge lighting

Applications
• Road way Lighting
• Local Authority street lighting
• PFI street lighting projects
• Footpath and Sign lighting
• Industrial Retail, commercial and car park lighting
• Security Lighting
• Flood Lighting
• Car park and amenity lighting

Description
These premium intelligent microprocessor photocells are divided across three tailored families to meet your need for a true ‘fit and forget’ solution. These are - Oasis, Monostar and Nightstar.

By using high quality components, Oasis and Monostar are the optimum microprocessor controls designed for switching accuracy, reliability and long service life which is essential to the long list of lighting applications in the market.

The Nightstar photocell is ideal where energy saving is vital, but the costs and complexities associated with a remote monitoring and control system cannot be justified.

All can be tailored to a variety of lux requirements and offer full or part night operation, NEMA connections and IP65 and IP67 to match your precise needs.